Carnegie Mellon
Problem #2 -spatial d.m. 
What is a fractal?
= self-similar point set, e.g., Sierpinski triangle: 
Dfn of fd:
ONLY for a perfectly self-similar point set: 
Intrinsic ('fractal') dimension
• Q: fractal dimension of a line? • A: 1 (= log(2)/log(2)!) MDIC 04 Copyright: C. 13
• Q: dfn for a given set of points? 
• Q: fractal dimension of a line? • A: nn ( <= r ) ~ r^1 ('power law': y=x^a)
• Q: fd of a plane?
• A: nn ( <= r ) ~ r^2 fd== slope of (log(nn) vs log(r) ) 
Sierpinsky triangle log( r ) log(#pairs within <=r )
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== 'correlation integral'
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Solution#3: traffic Clarification:
• fractal: a set of points that is self-similar • multifractal: a probability density function that is self-similar 
More power laws -internet 
Even more power laws on the Internet Scree plot for Internet domains (loglog) [sigcomm99] log(i) log( i-th eigenvalue) 
More fractals:
• cardiovascular system: 3 (!)
• stock prices (LYCOS) -random walks: 1.5
• Coastlines: 1. 
Practitioner' s guide:
• tool#3: CCDF, for (skewed) numerical attributes, eg. areas of islands/lakes, UNIX jobs...) 
Resources:
• Software for fractal dimension 
Fast estimation of fd(s):
• How, for the (correlation) fractal dimension?
• A: Box-counting plot:
log( r ) 
